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RHS-College integration brings reactions
By DAVE PETTINARI
B&G STAFF WRITER

Higher Education appointed by the
President of the U.S. Having a high
school which is built on the college campus
lends itself to this arrangement.
In 1970, the Board of Trustees voted not
to separate the College from the high
school. Their intent was to incorporate
the two to take advantage of economies of
scale, to centralize the use of facilities,

the high school, for his views on the issue.
"One thing I'd like to make clear," said
Father Starrat, " is that we have not
Since the late '50s, Regis High School
hidden agenda to make an attack by high
[ RHS] students have been attending
school on the College. There is no plan
Regis College for credit. There were 64
underway to force College teachers to
students who participated in this program
come down and teach our Latin courses."
first semester of this year. They pay only
Starrat explains that there is a crying
$55 per three-credit-hour course. The
need for a new high school facility, for the
high school pays $55, and the College foots
present quarters of the high school, the
another $55 of the bill for each course.
building that is affectionately referred to
The cost to the high school student is
as the "pink Palace," is not only ancient
reduced, according to authorities in the
and decrepit, but lacks decent social
high school administration, because the
space. "Therefore," said Father Starrat,
College does not need to provide financial
"it is inevitable that occasionally high
aid, recruiting, or other student services.
school students will rub shoulders with
Quite a number of coleges nationwide
the College students, perhaps in the
are admitting high school students into
wrong way. The problem is largely social.
their academic programs, a move recomThat is, how do two different age groups
mended by the Carnegie Commission on
coexist on the same campus? We need to
have a home for our students." Because of
budgetary reasons, the high school needs
to share our facilities for the present, until
they can develop the means to build their
own."
Father Starrat is aware that there is an
undercurrent of ill-feeling among the
College students towards this idea, but
asserts that it is a baseless fear which can
be alleviated by better communication,
the perennial problem. "It is perhaps very
timely now l,o elicit the opinion ·of both the
high sehoul and the College students." He
concedes that student opinion has not
been considered heretofore.
Father Clarke, President of the Regis
Educational Corporation, had some very
definite opinions on the subject. "The
high school people have always before
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - been treated as second class citizens," he
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said.
"But Regis High School is

See Editorial, Page 4
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B&G photo by Bill Hanagan
Though a familiar scene on campus, the
sight of two Regis High School students
on their way to college classes is th_e cause
of some controversy in the Regts communitv.

of empty seats in the classroom."
"However," he continued, "when you
have two different populations trying to
cooperate, you will always have administrative problems in the multiple use of
facilities. You will also have emotional
and psychological problems. Methods of
development for high school and College
students, and their maturing processes
must take place separately. They should
not interact in the same eating and social
areas."
The College student and faculty opinion
on the proposed further integration was
decidedly negative.
"The name of the game," said Dr.
Martha ["Mike] Ashmore, "is to keep the
---------f~----------d-~----------------~~a~~~~~~~ customer satisfied. If administrators are
The two entities should be full educational
partners.
We must seek to utilize really intent on · building up enrollment,
underutilized facilities, to take advantage they must look at the psychological
atmosphere of the College. The bad
psychological atmosphere we have alread·
y leads to a high rate of attrition on the
part of students especially, but also a high
run with either of the two parties. This
By JULIE SHUTTS
turnover of administrators. We must
office is run individually. John Marcucci
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
encourage a better psychological atmotook it with 318 votes over Mike Dillon
sphere to keep out students."
who netted 171.
As Dart Kammes,
Transfusion party took over most of the
Mike felt that students who come from a
incoming Director of Social Affairs, put it,
positions of the Executive Board for
single-sex high school were a bit more
"Campaigning was a lot of work, but this
1974-75. Five of. the seven candidates
immature and a little more violent and
[handling the responsibilities of office] will
won, along wit'• two candidat~s from
socially maladjusted.
To this point,
be a lot harder."
Harvest, the other running party.
Father Starrat suggested that we ought
The two parties both appeared to have
Everything fr(}m lab coats to overalls
to have a professional research person
sound ideas. Harvest stressed the
went into thew ek of campaigning. Both
study the short and long range effects on
students' ideas as their platform. As their
parties used postllrs, fliers, and had many
students of different ages being in such
fliers stated, "Your best ideas will be our
personal visits to most of the students
close proximity.
ideas." The Transfusion party stressed
throughout the campus.
Dr. Gary Kress, another resident
many different ideas. They said in their
The voting turned out with Gene Malloy
psychologist, offered a similar prognosis.
pamphlets that their main concerns were
taking the Presidency with 285 votes over
"I feel that there will be no advantage for
budget, social activities, freshman orientaKevin Finley who had 228. Vice President
the College whatsoever in such an
tion, community and enviroment of
will be Mary Pat Gauthier (who presently
arrangement. Even though there is very
Regis, athletics, and committees.
holds that position) with 290 votes over
little gap between the high school senior
After the results were out, Gene Malloy
J :;o 1 ":rnster's 226. There was a very close
and the freshman in college, there is quite
commented, "This election was the best
vote for Director of Social Affairs with
a large gap between students of senior
election I ever ran in because there was
Dan Kammes winning over Mike O'Neill
status in high school and the college
good feelings between both parties, and
by two votes, 257 to 255. For Director of
senior. It is questionable whether high
this is important to me."
Community Rela:tions, Mark Henke took it
school students are not emotionally
The newly elected Executive Board will
with 387 votes over Katie Noce's 132
equipped to handle the social life and not
work with the old one for a period of four
votes. Treasurer will be Jim Havel with
B&G photo by Bill Hanagan
mentally equipped to handle academic life
weeks, so they will be oriented to their
285 votes beating Mike Halloran who had
on the college scene. In addition, college
new responsibilities. They will take over Newly-elected Executive Board President
223. Laura Macias had 262 votes to take
professors are simply not equipped to
at the end of this training session as the Gene Malloy gets some pointers on
Secretary over Kathy Degan with 249
teach high school students."
running
the
Board
from
out-going
Presistudent-elected Executive Board.
votes. Rick Griewe swept Director of
"There are some bovious differences
Mark Henke summed it up for all the dent Pat Cronan. During the next four
College Relations with 328 votes over Pat
between
high school and college
weeks, the old Board will prepare the new
candidates that ran, saying, "Now I can officers for their duties.
Finucane's 177.
students," he asserted. "In the first place,
sleep."
The candidates for Chief Justice did not
students go away to college to get away
from high school. They want to feel that
they have graduated. They don't look to
graduate from one high-schoolish atmo·
sphere to another.
"For instance, college students don't
appreciate a pack of high school students
running through the library or playng
blackjack for nickels and eating their
lunch in the Carroll Hall lounge, as they do
now. "
Bob Squier, professor of Philosophy,
noted that he had seen high school
students using rooms in the Student
Center and in the Science Building, which
are supposed to be off limits. "Apparently," he said, "the College has already
consented to the use of its facilities by the
high school without consultation of the
faculty or students of the College. There
is a question of justice involved: Who
pays a greater proportion of the support
for these facilities?"
Squier also felt that having hi~h school
students invade the campus m large
numbers would be detrimental to a proper
teaching atmosphere. "At a time when
College students are leaving because of
· the playschool atmosphere here already,
1974-75 EXECUTIVE BOARD [from left to right]: Da~ Kam:nes, Di:ector of Social Affairs~ Ge~e Malloy, Pres_ident; Mary _Pa~
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Gauthier Vice President; Laura Macias, Secretary; R1ck Gnewe, Dlfector of College Relat1ons, John Marcucci,_ Ch_1ef Just1ce,
Mark He~ke, Director of Community Relations . Not pictured is Jim Havel, Treasurer-elect, who at the t1me th1s p1cture was
taken was at

a

swimming meet ·

Please turn to page 8
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Controller handles Regis accounts
previously worked for five years
as a Certified Public Accountant,
then for six more years as an
industrial accountant. However,
much of his work has been with
college and university accounting.
Mr. Hannon has worked at
Columbia University and at El
Mira College, both in New York; at
Ripon College in Wisconsin; and
most recently at the University of
Montana.
When speaking with Mr.
Hannon, he stated that the

By ANNE VILLOTTI
B&G STAFF WRITER

accounting system at Regi.:; is "less
that acceptable." Improvement is
needed, and changes will be made.
Recently, a new position in the
His overall goal is to achieve
Regis College Business Office was
greater mileage out of the dollar.
instituted. This position is that of
The mor~1 efficient, expedient, and
the Controller, a job which entails
ac.-:urate a system is, the more
being responsible for all of the
money is saved in operational
Regis Educational Corporation
costs.
Accounting. The man who was
No personnel changes will be
hired to fill this opening is Mr. Bill
made--only systems changes. Mr.
Hannon.
Hannon is using as a guide a study
Mr. Hannon has many years of
put out by the American Institute
experience behind him.
He
of Certified Public Accountants in
New York City. The study is
"Audits of
Colleges
and
procedureuniversities." The main areas to
be changed are as follows:
On January 31 of this year, a
new system of student invoicing
will have gone into effect.
Previous invoicing has not been
. totally accurate, as registered by
The selection process for Assistant may obtain the appli- complaints from parents of Regis
Even
though
s tudents.
B&G photo by Bob Weigel
Resident Assistants [R .A . 's] cation packet in the Dean of corrections have always been
With plans to improve Regis 's accounting system , Mr. Bill Hannon
began this week. There are Students Office--Student Cen- made, the under- and overbegins his new role of Controller for the Regis Educational
charging has occurred more than
Corporation.
opening for at least eight men ter, Room 223. The packet is acceptable.
The
cash
receiving
system
and
and six women . contains a description of the
the disbursing and issuing of and accuracy is not at as high a Hannon and his staff working, it
may not be too long before the
Anyone interested in apply- R.A. position and application checks will be improved, along level as could be attained.
with the purchasing and payroll
However, changes for the better Regis Business Office is back to
ing for the position of Resident materials.
systems. At present, expediency have been taking place. With Mr. normal.

RA Selectl•on
under vvay this week

Colleges feel energy crunch
By KAY JOSLIN
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
Most of the effects of the
energy crisis on college students
are, so far, trivial, limited mainly
to colder, darker campuses,
though education officials across
the country are just beginning to
verbalize some of the potentially
disastrous effects, including
revised calendars, extended vacations, and higher costs of living
and education.
In testimony before the Senate
Education subcommittee last
wek, a HEW official said the
energy crisis will hurt low-income
students attending community
colleges, vocational and technical
schools much more severely than
others.
Among problems
low-income students in particular
face are rising fuel bills resulting
in higher tuition and higher
gasoling costs for commuters.
Part-time and evening students
will suffer if schools close or curtail
schedules' in order to conserve fuel
or reduce operating costs.
According to the President's
National Commission on Financing
Postsecondary Education every
q;100 increase in tuition forces at

tstudent
~enate
Cipeak-~
By PAT CRONAN
1973-1974 STUDENT BODY
PRESIDENT
Now that my term in office
has come to an end I would like to
express my gratitude to all the
students, administrators, and faculty members I had the opportunity to work with.
I believe that the Executive
Board
had
man
concrete
accomplishments this year, and
although we had our individual
shortcomings the Board as a whole
put forth their best efforts.
Please give your full support to
the new Executive Board because
they will need your help, not only
for the first few weeks but for
their entire term in office.
Student government is only as
effective as students make it.
Thanks for giving me the
opportunity to serve Regis. It was
a privilege and a pleasure.

least two and a half percent or
175,000 public college students out
of school. The National Student
Lobby (NSL) said the increase in
cost for the average commuter
who travels ten miles to school and
pays a 20 cent increase in the price
of gasoline equals a $100 increase
in tuition.
NSL president Arthur Rodbell,
in a letter to energy chief William
Simon, listed effects of the energy
crisis on students: winter term
closings; summer employment
losses due to forced makeup
sessions; breakup of school year
employment with no compensation; increases costs of commuting
to and from campuses; threats of
parking taxes levied by the
Environmental Protection
Agency; increased costs of interstate travel with the phasing out
of youth standby fare discounts on
airlines; rising costs of mate~ials
to produce student educational
tools; Committee for Economic
Development and Carnegie
Commission recommendations to
double tuitions; and too little
financial aid to compensat-e for
increased costs of education.
Over an extended period of time
the problems of the energy crisis
are "frightening", Stephen K.
Bailey, vice president of the
American Council on Education
said. Bailey cited two problems
due to the energy crisis: schools
that opt for schedule adjustments
concentrate classes during
daylight hours causing difficulties
for part-time and night students.
"The elimination of night and
weekend classes would almost
destroy opportunities for parttime
educational opportunity," he said.
The second problem Bailey
mentioned is gasoline rationing
and the problem it would pose for
commuting students.
A prolonged energy crisis could
convert the traditional summer
vacation for Northern students to
a winter vacation in order to save

•

•
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fuel, the Association of American
Colleges said. On the other hand,
Southern colleges may have to
give up summer terms because of
high air condit~oning costs.
Harold Webb, a representative
from the National School Board
Association told a Senate
committee vocational training and
adult education programs utilizing
high powered machinery and

electronic equipment could be
endangered. "Indeed" Webb said,
"many workers may first find
themselves without a job because
of the energy crisis and then
without a public institution to help
them qualify for other employment."
College and universtiy administrators also worry that major
sources of revenue, namely
private philanthropy and income
from endowments will be threatened by an unstable stock market.
Cancelled or rescheduled
sporting events and extra
curricular activities- are another
result of the energy crisis.
. Bowdoin College in Maine has
rescheduled all varsity and junior
varsity basketball, hockey, track,
and squash events form January
to other months and has cancelled
January wrestling and swimming
meets. Brandeis University in
Massachusetts switched five
varsity basketball games, a
fencing meet, and an indoor track
meet while American International has changed two basketball
games. Harvard and Bates also
announced schedule changes
because of the energy squeeze.
Many schools are holding indoor
and outdoor athletic events during
the day to save lighting costs and
activities such as travel for
athletics and debate teams have
been cncelled or cut back.
Cancellation of athletics may cause
athletes who are on athletic
scholarships or other aid to drop
out of school or find other sources
of aid.

affects _students

Fuel shortages caused a number
of colleges and universities in the
northeast to end their first terms
before Christmas and delay the
opening of their second terms until
late January or early February.
Bowdoin College in Maine ended
its first semester on December 22,
a month ahead of schedule and
officials said the start of the

days to be made up by shortening
the mid-semester break and
slightly lengthening the academic
year.
Macalester College in Minnesota
switched to a four day work week
during the winter interim and St.
Olaf College closed five days
earlier for Christmas break and
extended its interim for two weeks

second semester could be delayed until February '2..

beyond the scheduled January 30
Few large unbrersities in the
opening date. The college provost area are closed b cause it would
noted the college's fuel supply will cost more to open up again than it
be cut "even more than expected." would be saved b· closing.
The University of New
All over the (vuntry colleges
Hampshire at Durham also ended and universities are continuing
its first term December 22, a crash programs of lowering
month ahead of schedule and will themostats, reducing indoor and
not reconvene until February 4.
outdoor campus lighting, forming
Evening and Saturday classes, student and faculty car pools, and
take home exams, and adjusted closing little-used buildings in
grading procedures were intro- attempts to cut energy by 10 to 25
duced to compensate for lost time, percent.
according to the universtiy
The Federal Energy Office's
president.
The University of (FEO) mandatory fuel allocation
Massachusetts reduced by one programs requ ire colleges and
week the lenght of its formal universities to reduce indoor heat
intercession activities in January ten degrees or otherwise save the
and the University of Maine equivalent amount of fuel.
delayed the start of its spring
Although elementary and
semester by one week.
secondary schools were listed as
Tufts University in Bedford, Category I or highest priority fuel
Massachusetts rescheduled its users by the FEO, colleges an~.
first semester exams to save a universities were not, because the
week, reduced its winter term FEO says the former have to be
from five weeks to three and warmer because the students are
delayed the second semester.
so young while college students
Tufts may close for brief periods in should be treated like other adults.
January through March. The lost
Under the FEO guidelines
time will be made up by non-residential college and unieliminating spring recess, extend- versity buildings are Category II
ing the second semester and consumers and foced to fight for
prolonging class periods. John heating oil left over after the
Mitchell, Tuft's vice president for needs of Categ&ry I users have
financial affairs estimated a 20 been fulfilled. Dormitories,
percent fuel savings from the plan. however, qualify as residences and
Christmas
vacation
for only have lower temperatures by
Vermont's four state colleges six degrees.
There are some bright spots in
began on December 20 and will not
end until mid-February, a three the picture. The need for energy
week extension of usual Christmas has resulted in better employment
vacation.
prospects for engineering gradIn the New York and uates. Many campuses may save
Mid-Atlantic areas most institu- money·by fuel cutbacks. A year
tions that had planned to be open long program to economize
on a few days during the holidays through utility savings saved
_ _ _,...,........ have decided to close their build- Purdue University $212,689 or five
ings before Christmas and reopen percent of its fuel costs.
them after the New Year. Others
Michigan State University has
like Princeton University indefi- predicted it may save at least
In the Friday, January 25, 197 4 In reality the figure should nitely postponed reopening.
10,000 tons of coal over this
issue of the B&G it stated on have been $2400. We apoloThroughout the Midwest small winter, representing a $'.l00,000
Page Two that the new student gize for the rather substantial colleges are most effected by saving.
error.
Charge system cost $12,000.
energy shortages.
Grinnell
Another benefit of the crisis is
College in Iowa had its gas service the hundreds of thousands of
suspended and extended its dollars schools are getting in
Christmas vacation two weeks research grant money to study
'------------------------•_•_-_•_
~~ntii _F_e~b_r~4_,_w
__
it_
h _t_h_e_l~o_st_ ~urumen
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.Dormitory lifestyles to be examined and revamped
By LYLE CHEENEY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Four years ago a body of
administrators, teachers, and students referred to as the "Master
Planning Board" decided to revamp and enaet ways in which
campus housing would become
more humanistic. Out of the board
arose major problems which required the immediate attention of
the administration, housing development, and students.
The present Associate Dean of
Students who handles housing,
Father William W. Williams, S.J.,
along with his staff have taken
minor steps already and plan on
providing a wider range of living
accomodations in the future.
These accomodations are bound to
please the present Ranch family
not to mention the heirs of the
Ranch.
As we all know, the maintenance of the present buildings has
not been too extensive in the past,
and many areas reflect this lack
rather noticably. The buildings
also radiate an air of institutionalization which only surmounts the
dull and monotonous dorms.
Correcting this condition is
Housing's main concern at the
present time. A coat oJ paint, for
example, would work wonders.
Improved arrangement of electri·
cal and lighting facilities in the
rooms and laying carpet are but a
few of the changes that will be
immediately observed.
Long-range ideas are also being
seriously considered for O'Connell
and DeSmet. Father Bill is very

optimistic towards these two
existing buildings which deserve
no more credit than those of the
Denver City Zoo. As Father puts
it, "If you have a building that
looks like a zoo, you are going to
have a zoo." He feels this situation
can be resolved by rearranging the
interior by removing long corridors and individual pens. The
proposition entails knocking down
walls, revamping electrical and
plumbing facilities, and constructing new partitions. This being
completed, he will be able to offer
apartment style living instead of
the present hum-drum pens.
One must not get over-anxious
and expect these changes to occur
overnight.
For, as in Father
Williams's words, "A flower goes
through many stages before it
blooms." And so also a project of
this magnitude. However, Father
Williams is consulting an architect
at present to determine what can
be done to change the situation
"practically."
Depending on the results of the
architect's study, the future Ranch
family •...••may
find themselves in a
' .. ,. , ..,., ' .

much more relaxed and enjoyable
atmosphere next fall.
The project requires grat planning and manual hours of diligent
labor on the part of the Housing
Staff and the administration. In so
doing, it is hoped that a new
psychological aspect among students may be attained. It is also
hoped that this project will create
an atmosphere of "living" and
"learning" for if one does not live,
one cannot learn.
Actually, the administration and
Housing Development believe in
Regis and want what the students
want.
also want
to

=~=::;:.:.~~><:>:::

speak up and bring ideas to their
attention. However, a word of
advice: some ideas are just
impractical, and it is hoped the
student will not take offense at the
rejection of his proposal. However, if you feel your idea is of
practical value, bring it up. Who
knows? It may be just what the
doctor ordered to cure a few dorm
diseases which are presently in an
epidemic stage.

FROM THE OFFICE OF STU1!
DENT ACADEMIC SERVICES:
February 15·-all Juniors and
Seniors who have not declared
their majors, please do so by
today.
March 1--this is the deadline for
applications for August Graduation. The forms may be picked
up up in our office.
March 16--the URE will be given
today. Please pay the $4.00 fee
in our office before the test date.
Dr. McCarthy would like to see
the people who fall into the
following catagories:
1) Those who have attempted
30-59 hours and have earned a
GPA less than 1.40;
2) Those who have attempted
60-91 hours and have earned a
GPA less than a 1.80;
3) Those who have attempted 92 or
more hours and have earned a
GP A less than a 1.9.
If you fall into any of these
catagories, then you face suspension at the end of the Spring
semester.

Students retaliate tuition
(CPS] When administrators at
the University of Michigan (Ann
Arbor I announced a tuition hike of
24 percent for the 1973-74 school
year, student leaders were quick
to charge the university with
taking excessive income and
organized a tuition strike.
. Although the administration
denied the charges and the strike

drew little support, the Board of
Regents last month ordered a five
percent reduction in tuition costs
for the winter and spring terms.
The university had raised its
tuition because it feared it would
lose money from new requirements governing the residency
status of students .
The financial crunch never

hike

came however, and the school
discovered in November it would
raise $3.7 million more than it
expected due "largely" to fewer
students applying for residency
status to pay the lower in-state
tuition, than had been feared.
With the extra funds the Board
0
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student dilemma-a
new
Day
These are the differences we commuter pla~s many roles. The
By TERESA BLICKHAN
ASSISTANT
have all heard before. What we dorn; student 1s a 24 hour student,
FEATURE EDITOR
often fail to consider is the fact but a day student must al~o be
that the day student may lack the daughter, son, brother, s1ster,
The day student dilemma has time and energy necessary for employee, husband, wife, moth~r,
been explored in countless discus- joining in campus events, and or father. The adequate _fulfillsions. In an effort to gain a new possible even the interest simply ment of these roles _req_urres a
perspective on the issue, I spoke because he is not a dormie. The great amount of ded1cat10n and
with Dr. Martha Ashmore, Ph.D. primary difference between the time. It is thus understandable
We discussed the psychological day student and his dorm counter- that these students do not de~ote
effects of the day student situation part is his mobility. He commutes themselves full~ to campus . h~e.
as opposed to the effects of to the campus to attend classes Human and en~~:~nmental hmltadormitory life. During our conver- and use library facilities. How- tions are prohibitive.
It
is
not
my
sation it became clear that the ever, the academic world comstyle of life of the day student is poses only a fraction of his total purpose to propose that co~~ut
environment. He has numerous ing is preferable to campus hvmg;
problematic only when the benefits of dormitory living are viewed personal contacts and interests
as the goal of the college student. outside the campus which would
It is necessary to consider the total be difficult for a dorm student to
life picture of the commuter establish. The life of the day
student before judging his position student consists of family, friends,
neighbors, employees, joys, and
inferior to the dorm scene.
Dr. Ashmore pointed out some activities, all away from the
of the notable differences existing cam)>us. While a dorm student
REGIS LIQUOR
centers his existence largely
between day and dorm students.
HEADQUARTERS
around
the
campus
and
the
people
Dorm students have numerous
common problems which do not therein, the life of the day studerit WEEKDAYS 9 A.M . . 10 p.M.
FRI&SAT.9A.M.-11A .M.
confront day students. Therefore, encompasses a much wider range
the majority of vital dorm issues of individuals and locations.
Please Bring ID
Because he deals with many
do not arouse their interest. The
the
people
in
many
situations,
classroom is, for the most part, the
only meeting ground between day
and dorm students.
For this
reason, there is a lack of sharing
and community among commuters
which arouses feelings of alienation.
The y do not participate in
campus activities, many of which
take place in the evening making
their attendance difficult if not
impossible. If day students have
any inter est in studen• government, they must combat the dorm
student who is backed by the
support of numero us dormie
friends and acquaint ances.

What would YOU like to know ...
and what can YOU DO to change
American problems into strengths?
Find out at the ...

AMERICAN{PIN[ONilBRARY

ANDHXI<STORE
7618 W. 44th Ave. at Wadsworth
(next to Winchell's Donuts)
Wheatridge, Colorado 80033
Phone 422-1959
Hours 12 noon-6 p.m. ; Saturday 9 a.m.-3 p.m.;
Closed Sunda

graduate teachmg ass1sstant as
I would not trade ~y dorm room well as granting the tuition rebate.
for off-campus res1dency.

BUSBY
ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF REGIS
WINE OF THE MONTH:
7 Varieties of Imported
NEW OWNERS German Wine
4901 LOWELL
MIKE & NANCY on sale
455-4531

TOP or TH£ NATIOW
AVIATION

&l&l&f?~fXJ@~ ~©®OO!I'if &~!Kli?®~1J

ALL 770-3464 FOR A $5 INTRODUCTORY FLIGHT
THAT WILL BLOW YOUR MIND.

Bring a friend along
to fl with ou for free!
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Editorial

When one says "Regis Educational Corporation" one normally
thinks of Regis College. However, there is a whole separate facet to
the Corporation in the name of Regis High School. Regis has always
been both a college and a high school. In th _ ~arly years, Regis [which
until1921 wa Sacred Heart] was more of a Ml!'h school than a collc;ge.
Gradually, the scales shifted until at le:._ · by mere fact of the physical
accomodations of the College, it vastly over shadowed the high school.
Nevertheless, for almost a century Regis College and High School
were always two peas in ~he same pod.
In the past, high school and College territories have been fairly well
defined. But now it is becoming more and more evident that
somehow we (the College) have annexed the high school onto our own
facilities. Or maybe it is the high school that has annexed us to them.
Today, high school students litter our landscape. Their teams use
the Regis College Fieldhouse, they use the .Science Building and
Loyola and Carroll Halls. They can also be found in the Student
Center. In fact, once in a while some of them even feel mature enough
to enter the bar.
It gets a bit frustrating especially when we realize who is paying
the substantial activity fees. We strongly feel that the high school
should be confined to a certain number of "corporate facilities."
These are namely the Pink Palace and the old gym, Carroll Hall, and if
needs be, the Student Chapel.
Regis may be a corporation knitting together a college and a high
school, but it is the College students and alumni whohave been the
reason for its expansion, and most of this campus wasbuilt for and
because of them.
We hear that the high school is a big success while the College is
definitely having its problems. It's no wonder. When you can run a
high school and provide college facilities and courses, you are offering
quite a deal! Other Jesuit institutions of higher learning have
associated high school-s.( for example, Creighton Prep) but manage to
keep the entities separate.
College students are tired of high school kids playing frisbee in the
library on Saturday afternoons!
The Board of Judicial Review recently published its "Review of the
1973-74 Executive Board" which is an attempt to critically review the
outgoing Executive Board. Although we question the validity and
innate value (if there is any at all) of this review and wonder how
many students bothered to read it, one remark particularly rubbed us
the wrong way and must be explained. Under the review of the
outgoing Treasurer, an allusion is made to one of "the student
senate ·s [sic] publications offices." By ",.,ublications offices" is meant
the Brown and Gold and Ranger. This nhrase is totally meaningless.
The newspaper and yearbook are in uo manner, shape, or form
branches of the Student Senate. The .1otion is nothing short of
ridiculous! It is true that the Treasurer acts as general overseer and
rubber stamp for most B&G and Ranger expenditures. This system
wasLhe fruit of administrative insecurity. Neither the publications
nor the Student Senate enjoy the relationship. Both would prefer it
were dissolved, but some unfortunate snags have slowed down that
process.
To call either the Brown and Gold or Ranger the publications of the
Student Senate is a gross and rather idiotic error.
The Brown and Gold is published semimonthly during the acaA-~ demic year. It is the official student
newspaper of Regis College. Editorial opinion expressed in this
publication does not necessarily
reflect that of the administration,
faculty , or student body.
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)ear Editor,
Within the boundaries of Regis
~ollege, fads seem to come and go
Editor ................................................. Dan Lippe
Activities ranging
Ma~aging Editor: .... ·: ............................... Jerome Kelly very freely.
Assistant. Managmg Editor .. ...................... .. .... Mike Gorrell from the weekly rips to the
Ne~s Ed1tor ............................................. Jan Krane woodsies, right on up · to the
Ass1stant News Ed1.tors .............. _. ..... Lyle Cheaney, Julie Shutts exciting escapades of the
Reporters ....... . . : ................. Jean. DeCousey, King Gladden, Virginian. As far back as high
Dave Petinari, Mary Phillips, school one can recall times when
Jo Schlicht, Jackie Duprey you had a grudge against a teacher .
Anne Villotti, Mary Watson or some school. We all had special
Photographers ......... . ....... Bill Hanagan, Chris Larson, Tom Tully names for them and even a small
Feature Editor ........................................ Diane Wolfe
character sketch for those inAss~stant Feature Editor .. . .................. . ...... Teresa Blickhan
Bus mess Manager .... . ..... . ... .. .. .... ...... , ..... Carolyn Molloy volved. The anger, whether
Entertainment Editor . . .... ................. ... . .. ... . ... Jim O'Neill justified or not, died down after a
Columnists . ..... ... . ..... ... . . . .. ..... Edward Jackson, Bill Vernon,. few weeks. Now as we go through
.
Dav.e Pettinari, Skip Wrape college, the same situation will pop
Cartoon 1st. .. . ......... ...... ....... ... .. ... . ..... . .. .. . . Pat Kelly up ever so often. We react in a
Spo.rt s Editor .... .. ..... ..... . . ........ .... .... .... . John Gargulak way in which the official will bet a
Advisor_ .. .... . ... .... .. . . ... . .... ... .... . ... .. . .. .. Randy Lumpfj nickname and will be given a hard
time. Usually, the anger will
' ~rutb
subside after a week or so. This
type of anger is a type of fad that
comes and goes just as freely as
the rest of the fads.
However, one great exception to
the rule is in the talk involving
w. 50th ave.& lowell blvd.
Dean Lavin. Now here is an
denver. colorado 80221
excellent case of a fad which has
~~-~~
~..sJ""lso<.'""''J
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in its encounter

witb falseboob
bepenbs upon tbe
libertp of tbr press."
,._., 3/obn Jflilton

~
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withstood the rigis rest of going
from fad to a trend; and rightly so.
Here we have a "man" with the
title Dean of Students, who in this
student's opinion, doesn't give a
damn about certain student
bEme~its.
When I speak of
benefits, I am not referring to
open hours or extending the bar
~ours. I am talking about things
hke extracurricular activities in
the field of radio and newspaper
in ~hich it seems, that Dea~
Lavm, takes great pleasure in
che~t~n? members of the above
activities; a definite act of
irresponsibility on the part of
~ean Lavin!
An even more
Important area in which Dean
Lavin has failed the students in
general, is in the area of grades.
One
the many examples that I
can give to back this statement
c.omes at the time right befor~
fma~s last semester. A student of
~egis College made one irrational
JUdgment. For this mistake he had
to see
. . our "dear dean ·" D ean
Lavm m a very childish way blew

o!

"

f:ditor
the whole situation way out of
proportion and accomplished
nothing.
Dean Lavin told the
student that he wanted to see him
in his office next Monday. All this
took place on Thursday.
On
Friday ofthe same week, the same
student went up to Dean Lavin's
office to explain to him that he
could not effectively study over
the weekend for his fmals with a
severe threat of disciplinary action
and possible expulsion laid upon
him by our "dear dean," who cares
so much for us as students. Dean
Lavin ignored his sensible request
and threw him out of his office.
This student was not asking to be
let off the hook. He was only
asking Dean Lavin to explain to
him what course of action he had
planned to take.
So much for Dean Lavin's
concern for the students. From
one student's point of view, Dean
Lavin doesn't deserve the title
Dean of Students until he does a
little growing up himself!
paul oswald
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Coors brewery
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Golden, Colorado

By JO SCHLICHT
B&G STAFF WRITER

:' Settling down to• tall, cool glass
of Coors has obvious implications
to the Regis student ·today. To a
Regis alumnus, Class of '29,
however, the reaction would have
been completely dillerent.
He
attended school at a time when the
'"fall cool glass of Coors" meant a
tall, cool glass of malted milld
Finding out facts like this
pertaining to changes at the Coors
over the
Regis

129,000 barrels. (There are 31 cent increase over 1971. They
gallons in one barrel.)
expected to produce about 10 and
What must be realized is a half million barrels in 1973 (exact
that Coors is divided into three figures aren't available at this
parts:
Coors Brewery, Coors point).
Porcelain Company, and Coors
The Rocky Mountain Spring
Container_ Company. It ·is the ·.-Water is only one of four ingredicombination of these three areas ents in the product, which is
that makes Coors such a success defined as pilsner (light-colored)
today.
and lagered (aged) beer. The
The present location of Coors is other ingredients are rice, hops,
due to the abundance of pure and barley.
Rocky Mountain Spring Water,
The rice, which comes from
which is tapped from beneath the California, is cracked kernels of
surface. The brewery is located in the highest type table rice obtain-

A Regis student 's idea of heaven? With all the efficiency of a Detroit assembly line, countless cans of beer
pass in review as the visitor enters the Coors brewery.

College students were recently
offered a personal tour of the
Coors cl'l mplex in Golden, Colorado
on a Friday afternoon.
These students were impressed
not only at the interesting history
of the industry, but at its huge
expanse as well.
: Adolph Herman Joseph Coors, a
German immigrant who arrived by
chance in Denver about 1870 with
moderate experience in the brewiilg of beer, founded the company.
lie declared the company officially
in 1873, three years before Colorado became a state.
Early growth of the company
was due primarily to the booming
mining industry and coal camps
nearby. At first, the Coors
Porcelain Company made only
bottles and then later switched
into a line of light colored beer.
Duriing Prohibition (Colorado
was the first state in the union to
vote "dry" in November, 1914) the
company switched production to
near beer, malted milk, sweet
cream butter, and skim milk
crystals. It's interesting to
thai the company became the
world's largest producer of malted
milk before being discontinued in
1955.
Near beer, produced the same
as beer today, was fermented and
run through a huge still. The
alcohol was condensed off and put
into government-bonded cellars,
later to be sold to drub companies,
hospitals, and other approved
markets.
Prohibition was repealed April
7, 1933 and the company's first full
year of beer production yielded

Golden, a town of approximately
11,000, just a few miles west of
metro Denver. This location
provides 100 springs, all on the
Coors property.
The Adolph Coors Company
ranks fourth in the nation in
production of beer. The three
breweries which produce and sell
more than Coors serve all 50 states
plus some foreign countries.
Coors is-' distributed in 11
Western States and is first in sales
in each state except Texas. Only
one half of Texas is presently
receiving the product. -The
brewery is in the midst of
expansion and expects to extend
its sales territories in the next few
years.
Coors brewery production ineludes:
1944--286,000 barrels
1954--922,000 barrels
1964--3,420,000 barrels
1969--6,351,000 barrels
1970--7,227,000 barrels
1971--8,523,729 barrels
In 1972, 9,788,175 barrels of
beer were produced, a 14.8 per-

able. Rice imparts a light body to
the beer. Hops are used only for
flavor and aroma.
They are
imported from Western Germany
and also grown in the Pacific
Northwest for Coors.
A special premium-type brewing barley is used in Coors beer.
Origninally developed in Europe,
this barley is grown and malted
exclusively by the Adolph Coors
Company. Coors is one of the few
breweries in the world which
malts its own barley.
Yeast is not an ingredient.
Rather, it is the substance or
agent (catalyst) that causes a
chemical reaction in wort (unfermented beer), thus changing sugar
to alcohol and carbon dioxide gas.
Yeast is among nature's smallest living creatures. It consists of
a single cell. A pure yeast culture
apparatus furnishes a continuous
supply of uniform yeast for
fermentation.
In all, the entire process of
making the beer takes about nine
months. It starts with raw barley
and goes through the malthouse

for two weeks. The malt is then
Coors Porcelain Company today
aged six months--it takes 90 days is the world's leading producer of
to ferment. The brewing process chemical porcelain ware.
The
takes 64 days and then goes to the company's trademark, "COORS,
botte or keg house.
U.S.A.," is familiar throughout the
About 70 percent of the product world to persons associated with
is shipped by rail, and the chemistry.
Coors Porcelain is also the
remainder is transported by truck.
The beer is loaded in insulated rail nation' s--and probably the world' scars or refrigerated trucks only -principal manufacturer of indusminutes after it is packaged.
trial ceramics, either in the form of
Shipped cold to all Coors distri- aluminum ceramics or beryllia
butors, the beer is stored in ceramics. Industrial ceramics are
refrigerated warehouses and de- next to diamonds in hardness and
livered cold to local retailers.
thus outperform and outwear steel
Coors is packaged in 15 and a in many applications.
half gallon (half barrel) and 73
As the result of 14 years of
quarters gallon (quarter barrel) research and development, the
kegs; seven ounce, 12 ounce, and Coors Container Company pro16 ounce cans; and 11 ounce and 32 duces one billion cans per year,
ounce (quart) bottles. Total making it the largest single metal
production is packaged approxi- container manufacturing plant in
mately 14 percent kegs, 24 percent the world.
bottles, and 62 percent cans.
The development of the alumiCoors presently markets its num can has cause a revolution in
produt in the 11 Western States of the container industry with indusArizona, California, Cclorado, Ida- trial giant s in the field striving to
ho, Ka nsas, New Mexico, Nevada, convert their output fr om steel to
Oklahoma, Texas, Utah, and Wy- aluminum, which offers savings in
oming. Last year , mor e than 50 weight (freight costs) over tin
per cent of pr oduction went to cans, better compatibility with the
California.
beer, easier cooling and opening,
About 80 percent of the product and consists of only two pieces--a
is repeal beer (about 3.6 percent seamless can and lid.
All cans are currently constructalcohol by weight), and 20 percent
is beer which contains no more ed from aluminum.
The last
than 3.2 percent alcohol by weight tinplate can was filled at the
(to meet specific state laws in brewery November 12, 1971. All
certain areas).
bottles are purchased by Coors
All beer is marketed under one from manufacturers throughut the
brand name, "Coors Banquet Midwest and Denver area.
Beer." On the label of. the beer Because of the family ownership
bottles is a picture of South Table of Coors, financial reports are not
Mountain.
available to the public. NevertheExpansion of present marketing less, one cannot deny the fact that
area is contingent upon production Coors has proven a successful
limitations. Brewery facilities are company and will continue to
being expanded at a planned rate prosper in the future.
of 14 to 18 percent per year; a pace
that currently represents about
one million barrels of beer per
year.
It is estimated that 25 million
barrels could be produced from the
Coors brewery. At present, the
entire production yield is being
consumedin the present marketing
area. Coors has never been able to .
make enough beer to go east of the
Mississippi. They have been short
of beer every year for the last 27
years.
After World War Il, scientific
and chemical porcelain plants in Nestled amongst the natural
Germany were mostly bombed out beauty of Colorado, the Col?rs
so Coors decided to go into ·the brewery in Golden is a sprawlmg
industy and became a major monument to the great popularity
manufacturer of such porcelain.
"the Breakfast of Cha
s."

--

In these huge copper kettles, the mash which will ultimately. become
beer is heated to over 200 degrees. The seem less kettles are 1m ported
from Germany.

Regis visitors to the brewery pause to test fr:ee samples aft~r the tour.
From left to right are Lyle Cheeney [Ass1stant News Ed1tor], Steve
Williams, and Rich Bulak.
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High School vs. College (continued from Page 1)

~~where

their essentially adolescent playschool behavior, shoving, kicking,
joking around, throwing objects,
would definitely detract from what
we are trying to accomplish in the
area of retention of students. Do
we want that type of atmosphere
to pervade the campus?"

Fowl deeds

Squier also criticized the imprudence of acting before informing
the faculty and students on this
issue. "When are they going to
consult us?" he asked.
"After all," Squier concluded,
"what is the purpose of an
institution of higher education? It
seems as if some want to blur the
distincition between secondary
and post-secondary education.
Are they now to be the same?"

Fred Daues, a College student of
some distinction, articulated the
fears of many of the students of
the College.
"As it is now, the high school
students are constantly making
forays into the bar.
This is
supposed to be strictly a College
facility.
They take up the
intramural football field. Whenever we have a game scheduled,
we have to first ask them to leave.
Their football team practices at
6:30 in the morning outside our
dorm, yelling out their noisy
cadence. The high school guys
hassle our girls, often trying to
pick them up on 'muscle beach'
(the sunning area behind Carroll
Hall). If the high school students
reserve . a facility for a function ,
three or four weeks :,, advance,
and one of our College organizations need it, we're out of luck.
One can never find a parking place
near the dorms on a night when

there is a high school ball game.
They take courses .for less money
than College students have to pay.
Their immature actions detract
from the atmosphere of academic
seriousness. We have enough
immature College students already. We don't need any more of this.
"These are all a bunch of little
things, not any one of which is
consequential by itself perhaps,
but taken together, they build up
to create an undercurrent of
adverse opinion."
Fred summed up his comments
in this way: "The relationship
between the College and the high
school is simply not a give and take
situation. It is all give by us and
take by them. College students,
when considering a further bringing together of the high school and
the College, should ask themselves
this question: 'What has Regis
High School given to me that has
improved my educational opportunities?'"

•)•••,....._••'-•,....._••'-•.,-.._••'-•,....._••'-•,...._••'-•,.....__••'-•-::ee
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• Spaghetti • Ravioli
• Steaks • Sandwiches
Phone Orders Prepared ro
'ralce Out _or Enioy Herel

COMPLETE ITALIAN,- AMERICAN
& SEA FOOD DINNERS
HOME MADE SPAGHml
LASAGNA- RAVIOLI- RIGATONI
STEAKS- SHRIMP- CHICKEN
HOURS

11 A.M. to 2 A.M.
SUNDAYS

Noon to Midnite

PHONE

4.7 7-1694
th AVE.
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would we be
without Thomas?ll

a,
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Poultry Editor's ReJJort
Cruising back from the library
late one night last week with my
intellectual friends tucked loosely
under my arm I took notice of a tall
statue, or at least I thought, in the
middle of the quad.
As my curiosity mounted, I
proceeded to !Jove closer. Upon
arriving in fr,mt of this new
intrusion into my life, I was
shocked to find a tall slender
young man with long locks of
white hair tied back in a ponytail
and cl~the? in a vogue I had only
seen m htstory books. He was
mounted on a fairly large Apa-

have been cast by the wayside.

Th~ough the so-called implied

police power tl>e tenacles of
government regula ton embrace all
phases of human thought and have
robbed the citizenry of maximum
freedoms guaranteed by the Bill of
Rights. Corruption has been
unc_overed whi~h led to the resig·
natwns of the htghest interpreters
of our laws.
In the past, we have trusted our
sovereigns with power. This has
been taken to mean absolute
power not subordinate to the
needs, desires, and wishes of the

~( -lo~s=~id, ·~i. what's happeni!Jg?" ~!.:~~;Y·cla~ ~~vilc~~~~ftu~~;na~

~= He returned with a puzzled look protection or calls for more

1r

but replied, "My name is Thomas, rigorous safeguarding than those
sir, and I was in the second day of of voting rights. But this belief
1
a convention in Philadelphia when has been altered by the ramificaI was suddenly transported in tions and meanings of election
I
~ ~r spirit to different areas of our procedures implemented by our
••
•• country which I have never seen Presidents as "national security
~;
~) before. No ?n~.has ev_er seen me, measures." President Kennedy
••
'\
~~ how can you 00 My frrst thought even went so far as to say, "Ask
was that he was some kind of not what your country can do for
~~
Eve~~ long-haired, Commie freak who you but what you can do for your
(•
_
e) escaped from the Denver Mental country."
Institute, but he had an air of
Those who make our laws have
~= sincerity about him so I replied, failed to account for many things-"Man, I'm cool because I go to people, matter, and changing
school, I learn the
I shoot times. Through theirimplementapool, and can cope wtth Bob Hope tion our intelligensia has been
••
•• in cinemascope! Can you dig it!" frustrated and our white and blue
~; He said nothing so I invited him in collar workers manipulated. The
••
•• for a quick brew before I'd call the general consent of the people, the
~f
cops.
only true basis of any sovereign's
~6 ~
I
He agreed reluctantly, tied his right to rule, has been extinguish~
Cl
~: horse to the nearest hitching post ed.
1. • • • • :. • '-• ; • • •
(Student Center--it's used for
These are the ugly erections in
.-.>=:• .-r=.~ .-r=.~ .-r=:.~.:.e?.~ .-r:=.~ ..~!~.!=e. everything else by our learned the landscape of the free mind!
We are tired of being the
elders) and entered my humble
abode in West Hall.
participants of our government
As the alcohol continued to rather than the recipients. The
enter our livers we conversed real power of our land should be
about everthing from the Boston vested in the citizenry, not politiTea Party to Alexander Graham cal power camoflaged as a superBell's telephone.
structure erected on the foundaThe last topic we discussed was tion of economic power.
of particular interest to myself, a
We yearn for a return of power
government major. Although I am invested in the people through
not sure I caught the whole jist of direct representation, not through
the conversation, certain phrases an impractical electoral system
he asserted will forever be embed- and politically biased appointded within my remedial mind. It is ments.
The tripartite division
these deep convictions and ideas I prescribed in our Constitution is
wish to share with you as they taking over the people.
apply to 1974.
As the tears of a past great
The history of our current nation form, we, the majority,
bureaucratic system has been unequivocally feel the time is ripe
riddled with doubt and misrepre- to clear another path rather than
sentation altering the true meaing follow the beaten track. The time
of efficient and orderly govern- has passed to narrow the differment.
ence and encourage compromises.
Our government is divided into The time is ripe for social
three areas of different power upheaval. The time is ripe to
structures: the Presidency, the assert inalienable rights embedCongress, and the Supreme Court. ded in our hearts and lunge
These branches hedge, check, and forward from the corner to where
balance one another to the extent we were pushed. The course to
that our system has become slow, which we steer cries out for a new,
irritable, and unjust.
a frank, honest, and refreshing
The votes of our governmental system of order.
officials are commonly swayed by I can be nagged by the CIA and
illegal contributions to their cam- FBI, fooled by plastic politicians,
paigns. Congress has continued coaxed by false hopes and deep
time in and time out to maximize fears of our illustrious President,
our problems and embellish new but never can I be governed by an
tensions and conflicts.
These unrepresentative governing sysarchitects of our laws have reveal- tern.
ed serious discrepancies between We therefore pledge, individualpromise and performance striking ly and collectively, our minds, our
at the very roots of the American bodies, and our souls to the 50
dream. Congress can no longer units of Poultryland.
anticipate the demands of the As the wee hours of the morning
citizenry before they become were upon us 'twas I who began to
articulated and escalated in the question my mental facilities. I
heat of political controversy at stared in amazement at Tom as he
thei r re-election time.
proceeded to give his last goodJ us tice has been blatantly per- byes. I shall always remember his
verted by subjecting to our laws last words: "Alexander is wrong!
only those who cannot afford a Section Eight must be verbally
smooth-walkng, double-talking at- included in the Constitution."
torney. Our forefathers founded a On the rebound.
system of government erected on P.S. For all you sheep, that clause
the principle of majority rule and gives us the right, indeed the duty,
i minority rights.
These beliefs to rebel against our shepherd.
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